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Hello everyone,

EDITO

As every month you'll find the usual
sections of the magazine, with by example
our selection of the most thrilling works to
extend the Halloween spirit, but also a very
peculiar interview where we were able,
once again, to interrogate a manga's author,
who is no other than Caly, of who you maybe
know her manga "Hana no Breath", however
we will lean towards her career and herself,
flying as well over her last manga "Nova".
Furthermore, a video games article on a
really special new character in Smash is
also available in this magazine.
Don't forget to also check quite often our
website, we will update it more from now
on.
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You may probably know, but we're back
in quarantine. In consequence, we are in
the inability to deal out our MangActus in
libraries. You can find it online or in the
Louis Armand high school's library. We hope
to re-find a normal situation the fastest
possible, but while waiting let's all stay
careful ! Normally the quarantine shouldn't
impact our releasing rythm, you will then
always have access to your monthly favorite
magazine.
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— Émilien DREY, Romain CUNAT, MangActu's
editorial direction.
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Steve Rocks the Block!

Miki’s Stories
Boo! It’s me again, Miki Gaishi!
October holidays are the
most testing for me, and that’s
only because of Halloween.
Yeah! Even us, we celebrate
the
Totensonntagdead’s
party. But it’s not all fun and
games for me. Even though
I like the candy hunt and the
“Trick or Treat”, I must admit
that I’m afraid of paranormal,
and especially from Undeads. But that aside, it didn’t
stop me from having fun with all of my friends and
my family with, for example, carving pumpkins to
turn them into Jack-o’-lanterns! I hope you also
had an excellent Halloween and that your teeth
didn’t rot! Miki
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MANGAS

The promised
Neverland

On the 7th of October was finally released
the 16th volume of The Promised Neverland
in France. While it was already released one
year ago in its original version, it was really
waited here. In this manga, we observe really
well the evolution of the characters created by
Shirai Kaiu. It’s the story of three children in an
orphanage: Emma, Ray and Norman. Together,
they will discover that they are only food for
demons. They will, thanks to their intelligence,
try to escape. In this volume, Emma and Ray are
in their way to the seven walls, this is how they
will find out about something that’ll change the
axis of the story. Romain B.

Sword Art Online:
Progressive Arc 2
On the 23rd of October was released the second
volume of Sword Art Online Progressive Arc 2,
the volume ending the Arc 2 of this alternative
series. SAO Progressive is an alternative series
to SAO, which aims to elaborate the arc Sword
Art Online of the original work. For the ones who
don’t know, SAO is a manga about Kirito, a young
man who finds himself stuck in a multiplayer
role game online, in virtual reality with 10 other
thousands of people. To be released from it,
he must finish the game with his teammates,
which isn’t an easy task as dying in the game
results to die in real life. Théo

Jizo

On the 21st of October, Jizo, a French-Japanese
manga scripted by Antoine Dole and drawn by
Mato, has been released. The manga is about
Aki, a lost kid who can’t find help. But Jizo,
also a young boy, comes up to him. Despite
his reluctance, Aki ends up following Jizo,
determined to help him. Afterwards, they will
have a lot of adventures making us discover
the Japanese folklore. Théo

Tsuiraku JK to
Haijin Kyoushi

On the 21st of October was released the first and
second volume of this new manga. Released two
years earlier in Japan, it was well appreciated
by the public. It relates a love story between a
teacher and a student. In fact, Mikoto Ochiai, a
young high school student decides to take her
own life by jumping from her high school’s roof.
By technique of dissuasion, a new Chemistry
teacher succeeds to manipulate her by asking
her if she wanted to date him. She accepts and
postpones her suicide. He put himself in danger
to save her, since it’s frowned upon to date a
student, but this dangerousness will bring them
a lot closer. A very good read and an interesting
story. Romain B.
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Luminous Blue
On the 23rd of October was released the first
volume of Luminous Blue, a two-volumes
series published by Taifu Comics, a publisher
specialized in Yuri and Yaoi mangas. This manga
is a Yuri about Kô, a young high school student,
fan of photography, transferred in a new high
school. Before she even arrived, she already
chose to sign up to the photography club where
her idol, two consecutive times winner of the
inter-school students’ photography contest,
studies. But once in her new high school, she
learns that the club is dissolved due to the
lack of members and that her idol took a break
from her photography’s projects. As a result of
this, she decided to participate to the contest
previously mentioned by taking a picture of two
girls who seemed very close, hoping to convince
her idol to also take part of it. Théo

Kimi wo Shinasenai
Tame no Storia
This Thursday, 22nd of October 2020 was
released in France the first volume of this new
manga. It’s a Shôjo, considered science fiction
and rather centered on the spatial conquest. The
story takes place in the future, where humans
can’t live on Earth anymore and they escape to
spaceships named “Cocoon”. 4 children being
the protagonists are valued, as they are called
“Neotenians”, their bodies got used to the
space, indeed they possess a kid’s body but an
adult maturity and intelligence. They are then
able to bring some hope to humanity who is
overwhelmed by all the problems they incur.
Their future will however radically change
the day they will meet a sick and mysterious
lady with long green hair. This manga is very
interesting, especially because it’s rare to see
manga at the French publishers talking about
science fiction. Romain B.

Images: © Ototo (Sword Art Online: Progressive), © Glénat (Jizo), © Yuri (Luminous Blue), © Akata (Kimi wo Shinasenai Tame no Storia),
© Kazé (The Promised Neverland), © Delcourt (Tsuiraku JK to Haijin Kyoushi)
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ANIMES

Tokyo Babylon
The shōjo manga Tokyo Babylon produced in
1991 and finished in 1994 will have its new anime
adaptation in 2021. The manga was already
adapted before with a 45 minutes movie and
2 OAV. This manga is about a very peculiar
16 years old man, possessing extraordinary
psychic powers, a really valued advantage for
an exorcist. He is named Subaru Sumeragi,
he’s the 13th leader of his clan having for name,
his. He is at the same time young and helpful,
but he’ll have to face a lot of society problems.
The plot is centered on two other characters:
Subaru’s twin sister and her lover, a 25 years
old veterinary. This manga is considered as the
first love manga between two men translated
in French. Damien

the way of the
househusband

The slice of life and comedy manga “The Way
of the Househusband” (Gokushufudo from its
original name), written by Oone Kosuke, will
have its anime adaptation. We don’t know much
about this adaptation though, except that it’ll be
available on Netflix in 2021. For the ones who
don’t know the work yet, here is a little pitch:
The man was formerly called the “Immortal
Tatsu”, he was a very powerful and intimidating
yakuza, he saw himself forced to leave this
environment to become… a househusband.
Swap the crowbars for kitchen utensils, gang
fights, against cleaning the living room with
Tatsu. A manga and we hope a future anime
that will make you really laugh. Netflix has for
that matter announced on their platform the
future appearance of other anime adaptations
from other unreleased manga such as :
“Thus Spoke Kishibe Rohan”, a spin-off of the
legendary work Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure, Sky
High Survival : a survival manga, where Yuri
Honjo, our main heroine is chased down by a
murderer on skyscrapers’ rooves. She’ll have
to find her brother, in the same situation as
her, only by passing by the bridges connecting
its big buildings. We can also quote: Thermae
Romae, a comedy manga on the Ancient Rome,
and finally Rilakkuma Theme Park Adventure,
a cute and funny works series. Romain C.

Assault lily bouquet
Inspired by the dolls collection “Assault
Lily”, this anime series is about a group of
female teenagers all named Lily who fight to
save humanity, threatened by Huge (strange
creatures) throughout the anime, its first
episode broadcast the 1st of October. We’ll
follow the adventures of those young girls
who’ll give their best to protect humanity. Adjo
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IS the Order a
Rabbit? Bloom

Dragon quest:
dai adventure
The adapted in anime manga Dragon Quest:
Daibouken de Sanjo Riku produced by the Toei
Animation studio, narrates the story of Daï, a
12 years old youngster who dreams to protect
the Dermline island, contrasting therefore
the desire of his grand-father that wants his
grandson to be a mage. Hadlar (the Dark Lord),
formerly defeated by a big hero, comes back
to life and once again spreads terror in the
world, helped by the Demon Lord. Avan, our
protagonist’s master, sacrifices himself to
save his pupils and Daï will later on decide to
take revenge for Avan’s death with the help of
his friends. Only four episodes are available for
now as the first one was released on the 3rd
of October, a new episode being available each
Saturday at 9:30 (JST). Adjo

In the former seasons (both composed of
twelve episodes) we followed the story of
Cocoa Hoto, a girl who decided to transfer from
city to city to pursue her studies after living in
the countryside her whole childhood. She’ll live
and work in the “Rabbit House”, a café where
she will meet Chino Kafû, the owner’s child, and
will afterwards become her friend. In the third
season of this seinen (released on the 10th of
October), Cocoa’s adventures will continue.
Furthermore, the opening is interpreted by the
J-Pop group Petit Rabbit’s and the ending by
Chimame-Tai. Adjo

Images: © Netflix Worldwide Entertainment (The way of the househusband), © Funimation, SHAFT (Assault Lily Bouquet), © GoHands (Tokyo Babylon),
© Encourage Films (Is the order a Rabbit? Bloom), © Toei Animation (Dragon Quest: The Dai Adventure)
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INTERVIEW
by Leon Lozahic

We had the luck to ask some questions to Caly, a
french manga author, about his new series, Nova,
available in bookstores from October, 7th. Thanks to
her!

1/ Can you summarize Nova in few words?
What have been your main soruces of
inspiration?
Nova brings the reader in a story between
slice of life and science fiction. We follow the
path of Rease, a young teenager with a quiet
life, until the day when, Nova, a mysterious
young woman sent by a secret organization,
arrives at his home. She has the mission
to observe him to check if it can be an ally
for the organisation or if it’s a danger for it.
Add to this another danger: Extraterrestrial
parasites which infiltrates human beings
to exacerbate their emotions, making them
aggresive or even wild.
My inspiration origins are very diverse, manga,
comics, tv series, movies, novels... I can also
find inspiration in everyday life! When you are
an author, you always have an alert mind and
our stories in the corner of the head, ready
to build themselves from what we are living,
seeing, reading or feeling.

3/ Your first webcomic was published in
2007 when you were 15 years old, did you
feel any «special» to join the webcomic
world in a time where Internet was not
as developed as today? What made
you want to begin so early in webcomic
creation?
My first webcomic started on a blog platform
which was widespread back then. There were
already young artists like me, who posted their
drawing or webcomics. Indeed we weren’t as
mush as now on the Web, but I was far from
being alone. What made me «special» is that
I managed to print my webcomic project on
paper with many volumes (MaHo-Megumi, 6
volumes, still in progress). I’m drawing since
my early days, entire sheets full of characters,
scenes with imaginary creatures. I was telling
many things by drawing and my discovery of
mangas when I was 10-12 years old made me
want to develop my own macigal, friendship
and adventure stories!

2/ Do you have ideas or projects for future
works? Does Nova is going to last in time
or is it a short series like Breath of Flowers
has been?
I always have scenarios in mind, but when
I start a project i’m focusing mainly on it.
Nova is a series written to last 4 volumes, it
remains short enough but longer that Breath
of Flowers.

Breath of Flowers (Hana no Breath) is available with
Click&Collect in opened libraries.
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4/ Did you immediately wanted to make
it your job or did you were wondering?
Does sulf-publishing comes with risks?
Until the end of the high school, the idea of
making it my work was vague, so I prepared
a General Baccalauréat to let me decide later.
But I really wanted to draw and tell stories.
Therefore, I started studying at arts (Visual
communication BTS, then an art training with
paintning option). In the same time, I was
continuing my self-published manga, and
despite with some doubts, it comforted me in
the idea that I wanted to make it my job. Now
i’m published and self-publishing stays at the
same time, I find both interesting, each one
having pros and cons.
5/ You have studied «visual communication», what was the point of these
studies? Have these studies been useful
in your career?
In my «Visual Communication» studies,
I was mainly doing webdesign (creating
web interfaces, creating logos, web ads...).
It was far from I really wanted to do, but it
was far from useless! As a free-lancer, it’s
necesssary to know a bit about everything, so
making a website, having design capacities is
always very useful!

7/ Can you explain us the steps of creating
a manga, do you have any tips for those
who want to create a manga? Is there any
points you need to be attentive?
The big steps are: creating the scenario and
characters, detailed writing and splitting
into volumes then the storyboarding (layout,
dialogues, maps development) and then you
have the plate. If I had to give one tip to begin,
it would be: give yourself a goal and make
it, then when you reached it, give yourself a
higher goal! Specifically, don’t launch yourself
into an endless project with a hundred
volumes, start with a short story in a single
chapter of 20 pages. End this exercise-story,
then create a slightly longer one. It’s easy to
begin 3/4 pages of a project, but it’s harder
to make an entire chapter and then make 200
page to make a volume. Be patient, creative
and carry on!

6/ Do you prefer drawing on paper or
digital drawing? In your opinion, what
are the advantages to use one compared
to the other?
I prefer paper and all the techniques to draw
(ink, watercolor, pen...), I also use digital
paintning as a complement. In my opinion,
there is no point comparing paper and
digital, each artist uses them based on his
preferences and his artistic sensitivity.

Nova is available with Click&Collect in opened libraries in
France.

Images: © Éditions H2T (Nova, Hana no Breath)
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JAPANESE AREA

by Noah Jadin

FIGURES
Romain Cunat’s Selection

Translating mask
The start-up Donut Robotics succeeded to get a
quite big sum of money after two participatory
financings in June and July 2020, for their
technologic project: The C-face mask. Despite
the fact that you have to wear a classic mask
underneath, this latter is far to be useless
because it’s able to translate what you say
in eight languages: Indonesian, Vietnamese,
Chinese, Korean, Japanese, Spanish, English
and French. This latter works in Bluetooth with
an available app on mobile with a maximal
distance of 10 meters and is able, on top of its,
apparently, better translation than Google, to
transcribe simple messages by voice, to make
calls or to amplify the user’s voice. At first the
start-up decided for their contract, to realize a
translator robot project named Cinnamon but
because of the pandemic, the first project was
abandoned to give place to the second plan
being this mask made of silicone that will be
available in April 2021 for a price around 4000
yens or more simply �40-50.

📕Dragon Ball Z
👱Broly
⤴19 cm
📆Available
💸�36
🏢Ichibansho

Halloween in
japan
While in our country the youngest people go
trick-or-treating, disguised in characters or
many and varied monsters, in Japan, Halloween,
imported at the end of the last century to the
country of the sunrise, is especially destined to
the adults who more often wear cosplays but
the scary characters aren’t put aside. From this
side of the world, the adults don’t search for
candies because the party usually happens in
pubs or nightclubs. In this period every brands
of the country adopt the orange and black
colors of the event and begin to also sell taste
specialties with appropriate forms and colors.
At this opportunity multiple amusement parks
are Halloween themed, like some districts
where people are able to see hordes of zombies
or people in cosplays. Unfortunately, in those
pandemic times, most districts end up more
dead than swarming with zombies.
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Images : © Donut Robotics (Masque traducteur), © Hakan Nural @ Unsplash (Halloween au Japon)

📕Neon Genesis: Evangelion
👱Rei Ayanami
⤴22 cm
📆May 2021
💸�36
🏢Ichibansho Eva-01

Re:Zero 📕
Rem 👱
23 cm⤴
cm⤴
Available 📆
�27 💸
Precious Figure 🏢

Wonder Woman📕
Woman📕
Wonder Woman👱
Woman👱
25 cm⤴
cm⤴
March 2021 📆
�50 💸
DC Comics Gallery 🏢

The indicated prices are the manufacturer suggested retail price, this doesn’t includes on-going discounts
at certain merchants. This information is subject to change without notice from the manufacturers. The QR
Codes lead to a seller of this figurine, the links are not affiliate.
Images : © TV Tokyo, Toei Animation; © Kadokawa, White Fox; © Gainax; © Marvel
These figurines visuals are the property of respective manufacturers.
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VIDEO GAMES
Steve in Smash

Much to the delight of some people, and to
the simple astonishment of others: Steve,
the character supposed to natively represent
the player in Minecraft, is the last character
who joined the casting of Super Smash Bros
Ultimate. He’ll have as an alternative skin,
different versions of the skin (The skin is the
name that we give to the appearance that we
give to Steve, appearance that can be chosen
by the player) of Steve, of Alex (the feminine
version of Steven), with other skin too, and also
the zombie and the enderman. The gameplay
of this character, following the example of the
hero released in a previous DLC is himself
also very special, the character’s biggest

particularity is that he’ll be able to undermine
the ground where he is to get resources, to
by example, make new weapons. He will also
be able to place blocks that will degrade and
disappear with time. The character is buyable
for �5.99, or you can buy the Fighter Pass’s
second volume (where you can find Steve) for
�29,99, this pack includes Minmin, an ARMS’
character and four other fighters that will be
added later on but haven’t been yet revealed.
Romain C.

Pokémon sword
and shield

Here is finally the second part of the Expansion
Pass of Pokémon Sword and Shield, named
The Crown Tundra, and naturally made after
the first pack’s part that was named The Isle
of Armor. Even though this Expansion Pass is
in two parts, that we play one after the other,
the second part is way more different from the
first one. Leave the paradisiac island that was
going to bring you to snowy mountains and
cold wind, bringing with it a certain number of
legendary Pokémon. Dhilan, a new character
of the franchise will take you under his wing
to explore snowy countries. You will then
discover all types of cities under the snow,
but especially caves full of new Pokémon.
This part of the pass seems longer and more
provided than the first one, or 4 hours to finish
it properly. However, there will not only be
the isle’s adventure and mysteries as a way
to play, after that you may go on the Dynamax

Final Fantasy XVI
Firstly presented in a live having for objective
to promote the PlayStation 5 and its games,
the game Final Fantasy XVI shared a few
information and pictures on their official
website. Across the website, we can learn
more about its universe, we know by example
that our main game’s land is called “Valisthéa”,
it’s about a land where the inhabitants control
magic, thanks to the presence of crystals
there. This country is divided in multiple
nations that arrive to prosper together, well
until the appearance of the “Blight”. You will
also discover the “Eikons”: divine entities
residing in bodies of the dead. Those mortals
are called “Dominants”, they are sometimes
treated as superior beings, or on the contrary,
considered as a threat by some inhabitants
of some countries. On the website we’ll also
discover three characters who will be essential
12

to the game’s story: Clive Rosfield, the hero
you’ll embody, is the son of the Archduke of
Rosaria, a very talented swordsman and
possessor of fire magic. His goal? Take
revenge on the Eikon of the darkness, the
one who caused his biggest hardship.Him
just like his brother, will end up victim of his
tragic destiny. And finally, Jill Warrick, a young
girl offered to the Archduke of Rosaria by the
Northern Territories as a sign of peace. She
will represent a sort of substitute sister to
the two boys. The game is the succession to
Final Fantasy XV, it’ll be available on PS5 and
still doesn’t have a release date, the game will
obviously be made by Square Enix. The trailer
of the game is available on the Final Fantasy’s
official Youtube channel. . Romain C.

Another delay
for cyberpunk
Cyberpunk 2077, developed by CD Projekt Red,
is a futurist game taking place in Night City
where human robots and the cybernetics are
highly present. This 27th October, Cyberpunk
2077 has been unfortunately rescheduled. The
game’s released date is the 10 December, due
to the stability issues between the different
platforms, the Next Gen, the PC and Stadia.
Now we’ll just have to wait until the 10th
December to play Cyberpunk 2077. Hugo

Adventures with friends or strangers. In this
new way of playing, you will be imposed some
Pokémon and you’ll have to do a series of fights
against Dynamax Pokémon in team, to the key
maybe some legendary Dynamax Pokémon.
We can eventually add that the Dynamax
Adventures are to this day, the way offering to
the player the biggest chance to get a Shiny
Pokémon.
We remind you that the Expansion Pass joining
The Crown Tundra and The Isle of Armor is
available for the price of �29,99. Romain C.

Mario kart at
home

Nintendo gave us the great pleasure to bring
Mario Kart home now! That’s right, Mario
Kart Live: Home Circuit is an augmented
reality game where we can control a real kart
moving on a circuit created by yourself in your
bedroom, living room, kitchen with help of tags.
Different cups are already present like other
opuses, the kart react even at banana peels,
mushrooms and shells, which makes you
better immerse yourself in the game. The game
is playable as a local 4-player multiplayer, the
course layouts are infinite and the only limit is
your imagination. The fact that the kart is truly
with its front camera is a really good idea from
Nintendo to modernize their big license. Hugo

Rambo arrives in
Mortal Kombat

NetherRealms Studio, creator of Mortal
Kombat, the infamous game of versus fighting
known for its gore side, bloody and limitless,
has announced the arrival of Rambo in Mortal
Kombat 11 on the 22nd of October. The pack
is included in the Ultimate Edition of Mortal
Kombat 11 for PS5 and Xbox Series. We can
notice that Rambo’s French voice is indeed
present in this DLC with the “fatality” and
everything that goes with. The release date
has not yet been announced. Hugo

Images : © Nintendo (Super Smash Bros, Pokémon © Pokémon Company, Mario Kart Home Circuit), © Square Enix (Final Fantasy XVI)
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Editorial’s

SELECTION

We decided for this month, to talk about our horror or having gore moments favorite works. Either
because they are now pillars in the terror field or only because they affected us. We hope that this
selection will please you, and will maybe extend a little bit more your love for Halloween and its
horror side.

Hereditary
This scary movie released in 2018 takes part
not to put attention on jump scares but the
heavy atmosphere, bothering and especially
on the actors’ performance. First movie of the
producer Ari Aster, offers us a breathtaking
directing that will stay in your mind for a
long time. The actors offer us an amazing
performance, emphazing the surrounding
feeling of faintness and horror. Special
mention to Toni Collette. When the Graham
family’s grandmother dies, her daughter Annie
Graham discovers more and more terrible
and darkr stuff on the family line. It seems
impossible to escape this heredity, despite
all possible efforts. The second movie of the
producer, Midsommar, is also of good quality,
even if Hereditary stays more striking. Émilien

the blair witch
project
It’s the first horror movie «Found Footage»,
meaning it’s a feature film filmed by the actors
themselves. It gives a confusing and immersive
directing, diving us in the deepest thoughts of
the characters. The Blair’s forest is famous for
its macabre legends with Blair’s witch. Three
young people will go on an adventure in the
forest to film parananormal facts. Strange
events will happen and madness will gradually
install. Émilien
14

Conjuring
Here is the first horror movie of the selection.
The film produced by James Wan is a very
good “horror blockbuster”. In fact, it rests on
big public effects, relatively approachable and
especially really entertaining. At the origin of a
saga and of a cinematographic entire universe,
this movie is an unmissable work. We follow
the real stories of Ed and Lorraine Warren,
two paranormal investigators. In this opus,
they will intervene in a house in Harrisville,
haunted by a demoniac creature who turns
out to be more dangerous than predicted. The
movie has a sense of jump scares peculiarly
well led. Indeed, they are always efficient, right
and aren’t there to just make the spectator
jump. Conjuring 2 is also really good, even
though we prefer the first opus. Émilien

TomiE

How to not talk of this horror manga without
talking of Junji Itō’s works, he is the one who
will reinvent horror in manga. He produced
rather known works in the community, such as
“Uzumaki” or “Gyo”. However, in this magazine
we’ll talk about his manga “Tomié”. It’s his
second translated manga in France and it
was released in our country in 2004. Tomié
narrates the story of his eponym heroine, a
girl who impresses a lot of her classmates.
But her beauty is not her biggest particularity,
it’s with her charm and an unknown power
that she’ll succeed to submit to her willpower
certain people to the worst horrors. Murders,
decapitations, constant stress, mysteries
surrounding Tomie, and especially more and
more unsettling scenes. Tomié is not to be
put in anybody’s hands, but people searching
to renew their vision of the horrific genre in
manga, will be served. Tomié is composed of
only three volumes which is again an argument
to read it, and this year’s November the manga
will be 20 years old, we can observe that the
drawings’ traits show us partly the manga’s
age, but this is not bothering at all. Romain C.

Elfen Lied

Mix gore and cute stories, is it really possible?
Elfen Lied proves us that yes. Lucy, a mutant
forced to endure horrible experiences, will
decide one day to rebel against the ones who
live in the laboratory, it’s after a big massacre
and hundreds of murders that Lucy will
succeed to escape the laboratory. However, a
sniper waiting for her outside will shoot her
in the head. Despite her superhuman powers
and out of the ordinary resistance, Lucy will
fall in the sea from the bullet’s impact. At her
awakening, having lost her memory, she’ll meet
Kouta, a boy who suffered from an accident
and having himself a defective memory, and
his cousin Yuka. They will decide to bring her
to the boy’s house and will name her “Nyu”.
It’s between revenge, hard memories but also
friendship and love that Lucy and Kouta will
both try to learn about their past. Elfen Lied
is now well known for its anime adaptation,
Lucy being a famous character. An anime that
we recommend because it will make you go
through a big emotions range. Even though the
anime came out in 2004, by the way produced
by the ARMS studio, it’s always fully pleasing
to watch it, however it’s legally possible to
watch it only in DVD version or Blu-Ray in
France. Finally, we would like to underline the
ecchi side and of course, the gore side of the
work. Romain C.

Images : © Metropolitan FilmExport (Hérédité), © Warner Brothers Entertainment (Conjuring), © Haxan Films (Le projet Blair Witch),
© Tonkam (Tomié), © All The Anime, Kazé (Elfen Lied)
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CINEMA
Barbarian

COMICS

by Émilien Drey

by Émilien Drey

The 23th october came out the German TV show «Barbarian»
on Netflix with a first season of 6 episodes. With an unkown
casting in France, this peplum takes place in 9 after Jesus
Christ. The battle of Teutobourg sees the confrontation
between germanic tribes and Roman Empire. We’ll follow in
parrallel 3 young people who’ll have to learn hate, culpability
and treson. Barbaren already know a huge success on the
platform and it seems that a seson 2 will be released in 2021,
depending on on the sanitary conditions. Warning, this TV shop
isn’t recommended for young people.

The mandalorian
The first episode of the season 2 of Disney+’s
popular TV show came out this 30th October. The
TV show’ll have 8 episodes and will know a weekly
rythm of release. We are waiting for content for a
little while. After the saison 1 events, Mando and
Baby Yoda pursues their way in the galaxy, fighting
ennemies and meeting allies. Some fans condiser
this TV show like better than some films of the
saga, so don’t hesitate to have a look if you if you
still haven’t done. A series that the whole family
will enjoy.

Still on Netflix, the 9th October was
realeased the season 2 of the horror TV show
«The Haunting of Hill House» who had know
a hugo sucess, in particular for its direction.
«The Hauting of Bly Manor» tells us a whole
new story. When Dani is hired as a teacher
for two youngs orphans living in an isolated
manor, she will discover mysterious and
terrible secrets that manor’s inhabitants
are hiding. Strange appartitions will step
by step happen. Directed by Mike Flanagan,
director of the first season and Dr Spleep,
which was realeased last year. Warning,
this TV shop isn’t recommended for young
people.
16

The haunting of
bly manor

Batman - Curse
of The White
Knight
«Curse of The White Knight» is the secon opus
of the popular comics «Batman White Knight»
released in 2017. This comics came out on the
2nd October. It’s written and drawn by Sean
Murphy and published by Urban Comics. The
Joken, Jack Napier, is back in prison. However,
peace isn’t back in Gotham, Bruce Wayne isn’t
calm anymore. His nemesis totally detroyed
Batman’s public image in the eyes of the world
and damaged dark knight’s convictions. Alfred’s
disappearance announces a chain of mysterious
events.

Batman les contes
de gotham
On the 9th october came out the comics
«Batman The Tales of Gotham», written and
published by Dustin Nguyen, published by urban
Comics. This comics will tell us Gotham’s tales,
such as Damian Wayne, Alfred in Wonderland,
or Gordon and Bullock looking for the pea.
Concerning Batman, he’ll have to answer to
the Snow Queen, a mission that will become
surprising for us and for the dark knight.

images : © Netflix Worldwide Entertainment (Barbares, The Haunting of Bly Manor), © Disney (The Mandalorian)
© Urban Comics/DC Comics (Batman)
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by Romain Cunat

Lockdown
Dokusha prize

by Zara

pink october
For the month of October, everyone in pink!
This is the month of the national operation of
awareness about feminine cancers to support
all those strong women. Mulhouse puts their
sneakers on and then races, fights with women
against breast cancer but also cervical cancer
and colon cancer.c

city
illumination
To stir the city and really blow away the
Mulhouse residents while also respecting the
barrier gestures from the sanitary protocol,
the company “La Cie super super” organizes
the show “Plouf et Replouf” on Saturday, the
17th from 3 to 6pm and on Sunday, the 18th
followed by representations of “Les Tondues”
of la Cie les Arts oseurs. The shows should
have been presented earlier but it was
postponed to change the location, to reduce
the public measures and to strengthen the
check-ups so the physical distances and the
wearing of the mask are respected.

Today in the Club Manga section, a lot of different information. The first and the most important one :
the Club Manga’s reunions which we were used to attend will be cancelled until further notice, the
reason being the new rules put in place for the coronavirus and the Vigipirate plan. The publications
related to the MangActu, either its paper form or on the website, will however not be impacted.
Only the other Club Manga’s activites will potentially be slowed down, or completely paused. Let’s
pass the bad news to focus on the good one : We received all manga which will participate to the
Dokusha Prize 2020. As a reminder, the Dokusha prize is a contest putting in rivalry a few manga
released recently, and one of them will be chosen to be the winner. Hundreds of students from
Mulhouse’s high schools and middle schools will read the 10 manga and vote to choose the winner.
We will introduce you in the next months the manga that compose this selection.

Artists COrner
High-school Louis Armand’s manga club overflows with
artistic talents of all kinds. Today, Idir Lounes proposes to us
some original creations.

Mulhouse
market
As opposed to the first lockdown, the food
stores of Mulhousian market can stay open,
however, the haberdashery (clothing, leather,
furniture, etc.) stores must close due to the
new lockdown announced by Emmanuel
Macron. The Mulhousian are available the
tuesdays, thursdays and saturdays from 6am
to 5pm. Useful: The «Canal Couvert» Mulhouse
Market has set up an online page listing the
closed shops that provides home delivery.
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Images : © Ville de Mulhouse (Pink October), © Catherine Kohler (Mulhouse market)
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Thank you for
reading Mangactu!
Due to the national lockdown decreed by the government on October 29th,
2020, it’s impossible for us to deposit our magazines in the habitual bookstores.
Therefore, this MangActu is available only through the Internet and at the
Louis Armand high school’s library.
Stay safe.

@mangactulla

mangactu.fr

Tips, feedback? You can send an e-mail to
contact@mangactu.fr.
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